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The world becomes peace by universal love,but becomes confused by hatred.
Those who follow heavenly do justice,but who do not follow do force.
The world becomes peace by justice,but becomes confused without justice.

Mohism (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/mohism/
the Mohists are most well known is jian ai, sometimes translated as “universal love” but probably better rendered as “inclusive care.”

[１]；”Hong Kong Chaos at now” has become really visible political phenomena in the “Teach of Mozi”.
Above all,actuality had finished Business as Usual,but time of Revolution had already come.But wicked high place will not disclose their deadly
failure.Those who follow heavenly do justice,but who do not follow do force !.Following are real concrete examples.
Real live fire and burned man: chaotic day in Hong Kong
https://www.lemonde.fr/international/video/2019/11/11/tirs-a-balles-reelles-et-homme-brule-vif-journee-chaotique-a-hongkong_6018786_3210.html
"The Yellow Vests, it's only the beginning, the 16 and 17 November will be huge," warns Jerome Rodrigues
https://fr.sputniknews.com/france/201910231042312105-les-gilets-jaunes-ce-nest-que-le-debut-les-16-et-17-novembre-seront-enormes-previent-jerome/

Now the world had entered into cruel era of the Operation EndGame the final survival struggle one.
After all,the unprecedented critical world at now without the real global salvation can not help,but must become
DEATH GROUP=temporal decadent pleasure life in business as usual for who have<not poor＝pro the conservative regime>,
ALIVE GROUP=or mercy less confused or chaotic life for who have not<poor＝anti the regime>.
Frankly to tell,those D’s leaders(=DL)once secretly planed to wipe out people A the major global people.

Telling from a Conclusion in the current conditions,the latter poor and powerless major people can not win by street battles
,while richer the regime has sufficient power to rule A,but it is not that they have justice and truth which follow heavenly will.
Thus the kernel of winning key is here !!.A winning strategy is to attack deadly weak point of the ENEMY !.

People may be worry that concrete bullet gun and tear gas gun are stronger than abstract Justice and Truth.
However the number of former is that of police men,while the latter can become that of almost nation people.
Because really genuine “justice and truth＝heavenly will ” is nothing,but really effective benefit for the almost people.
Because unless “justice and truth”,none can build anything stable and sound,but will encounter something destruction.
in some day. This is decisive conclusion by LOGIC the supreme science and THEOLOGY !!.

[２]:The Concrete Explanations.
⑴era of the Operation EndGame final ugly survival struggle =the unprecedented critical world at now without the real global salvation=This is
well-known Climate Collapse now heading Global Extinction by huge Arctic Methane Bursting by Arctic warming.They always said Governments
shall establish zero CO2 emission by 2050,while the actual emission rate has been rising on unilaterally.Certainly we can accomplish it by
2050,because we would have been slaughtered by then by Arctic Catastrophe. Unless the REVOLUTION⑷,we would have been encountering
on long years of horrific heated hell world until 2050.

⑵Now the Governments can not save all nation people anymore in coming climate hell era !!.
Coming climate collapse is not local,but global by all together at once.Thereby by deficit of livelihood matters especially foods would become
chronicle, so governments can not keep justice anymore,but becomes brutal,Thereby now is the time to drill police men to rule riot people by
mercy less violence<France and China> in order to conserve the regime without the REVOLUTION⑷.
⑶Operation EndGame
This world has been being ruled by Bilderberger with Rockefeller the General Head Quater of NAZIS.Their final aim is not peace making,on the
contrary,to conspire eugenics world for the few elite's surviving(Operation EndGame).This might be due to capitalism instinct.
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s
population, while enabling the “elites” To live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker ALEX JONES
reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.

⑷It is not too late,but time left is not long=the REVOLUTION.
Climate never can be settled by way proposed by IPCC.Because they hide deadly fact of Arctic Methane Risk.Really effective climate salvation
needs rapid establishing Global Climate Wartime Regime(the REVOLUTION).The real policy are following {APPENDIX:A &B}.This is
decisive technology problem of global climate salvation.Note Climate is originally mission of the scientists,however they had abandoned the
task,because once they diagnosised no salvation due to Arctic Methane Catastrophe.But escaping technology had been found(A).
Most of you may be not scientist nor engineer,so the certification would be difficult.However you could know or feel their telling is lie or not.Those who
propose climate salvation technology has been facing suppression by the OIL Power.Climate science society and political & business one are
conspired.You must especially notice ordinal climate scientists will not join NGO’s climate march,nor mass media interview show.
http://777true.net/People-can-Call-for-Climate-Scientists-Fact-Diagnosis-toward-Actual-Salvation.pdf
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APPENDIX-1:The Actually Effective Climate Salvation.
(A):Emergent Arctic Cooling Engineering to STOP Methane Catastrophe.

Arctic ocean sea floor warming would cause massive methane eruption toward
rapid warming and following global methane fire storm causing fireball earth hell.

Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
Blocking Nares Strait Gate to Intercept Methane Catastrophe
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

(B):Time for Plan B:Cutting Carbon Emissions 80 Percent by 2020,Lester R. Brown
http://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf
The accelerating, worsening climate disruption and climate emergency means that we must now aim to cut carbon emissions (carbon dioxide,
CO2, and methane, CH4) 80% by 2020.
2 Degrees of Warming a Recipe for Disaster, NASA Scientist Says
https://www.livescience.com/17340-agu-climate-sensitivity-nasa-hansen.html
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

＊Possibly we had already gotten marvelous,simple(very low cost)but powerful energy engineering
by mercy of God. Not before long,author could reveal it to you !!.
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